The National Preservation Movement:
excerpt from remarks of Blythe Merrill, October 16, 2008

While the concept of preserving our architectural heritage has been in place since before the Civil War era, the preservation movement really got underway after the loss of Penn Station and the 1966 creation of the National Historic Preservation Act that established the National Register of Historic Places as the nation’s official list of districts, buildings, structures and objects significant in American history, architecture, archeology and culture.

History of LSNF

Locally, the preservation movement in Buffalo began around 1970 with a very special group of people, several of whom are still living and in Buffalo: Tony Fryer, Bill Shelgren, Fred Houston, Rosie Esty, Bill Magavern. This group of community activists, led by Tony purchased the Coit House, one of Buffalo’s oldest structures and a rare example of the Federal style of architecture which was slated for demolition. This single, important effort began the long history of successes that became known as the Landmark Society of the Niagara Frontier. Tony, would you please stand so that we might recognize you. A few highlights for which Tony and the LSNF should be recognized include:

- Awarded a permanent seat on the Preservation Board;
- Acquired covenants on some of the City’s most important historic structures including the Guaranty Building and four 19th Century houses on Washington Street;
- Raised money to purchase two of the beautiful wisteria entry windows that were removed from the Darwin Martin House and were up for auction at Christy’s;
- Developed a successful downtown marker effort and regional plaque program to educate the public throughout the region on important historic structures and sites including the Buffalo Lighthouse, UB’s Haye’s Hall, DAR Chapter House and many other sites;
- Led a public outcry, (greatly assisted by Joan Bozer) that helped save the Old Post Office which now successfully houses ECC’s downtown campus;
- Funded survey of the Olmsted Park system in preparation for the listing of the entire system as a National Landmark;
- Gifted the historic Hull House in Lancaster, soon to be an independent effort under Gary Costello’s able leadership;
• Host of weekly downtown lectures on a wide variety of topics from the Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus to Buildings & Energy;

• Provider in partnership since 2006 with the Preservation Coalition of 500 excellent tours annually;

• Publisher of beautiful books on local history, including *Oakland Place: Gracious Living in Buffalo*